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We are a one-stop-shop for
project, safety and tooling
products, providing our
customers with the most
extensive range of products in
the industry, excellent value
and knowledgeable service.
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About us
We are All Round Supplies, your one-stop shop for electrical infrastructure products.
With over 20 product categories and thousands of items in stock, we make it easy for you to
procure the exact products you need for works on the electrical distribution grid across the
country. All Round Supplies has been Australia’s leading supplier of electrical infrastructure
products since 2000. We are led by a dedicated team of ex-electrical contractors with over 25
years of knowledge and experience. We speak your language.

Our Values

Our Vision

We are one company, one team.

All Round Supplies will be the first-choice
supplier to our customers, a partner of
choice for our suppliers, and an employer of
choice for our people.

We are successful because we
are passionate.

Our Mission
We add value to our customers.

Management by fact.

We act with integrity.

Safety is paramount.
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To provide utility contractors throughout
Australia with the widest range of electrical
infrastructure products, fostering longlasting client relationships and committing to
a strong supply-chain and business delivery
ethic.

What we do

Wholesale
Wholesale supply of a comprehensive range
of products for the electrical/energy industry,
including exclusive items. (Did we mention
competitive prices?)

Online and over-the-phone order
Buy common-use/day-to-day items online and
over the phone.

Expert assistance
You can call up and speak with a salesperson
who understands your industry.

Full-scale project quotes
We also do in-depth quotes on full-scale
projects/tenders.

www.ars.com.au
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Why us?
We have worked as electrical contractors
ourselves.
The headache and frustration caused by trying to get the right materials QUICKLY,
CHEAPLY AND RELIABLY is what had us start All Round Supplies in the first
place.

Completeness

Don’t spend more money than you have to. Avoid accidentally ordering the wrong
product. Stay clear of suppliers with products that are not in stock, expensive
deliveries that take too long and endless back and forth.

We can quote the whole
shopping cart. No more
hunting around and
juggling deliveries from
multiple suppliers.

We feel your pain and we’re here to help.
Here is what you can count on from us:

Speed
We deliver your products to
you when and where you need
them – fast. So you can meet
your deadlines.

Technical Expertise
Not entirely sure of the best items for the job? We
can help you choose the right products for your
project and even preempt what you will need
down the track.
Our experts can recommend the CORRECT/
APPROVED item. Avoid the headaches that result
from accidentally using non-approved items.

Customised Delivery
Take advantage of our range of delivery options. From
packaging your next delivery in a specific
way, to scheduling the delivery of your order.
Get the items you need,
precisely when you
intend to install them.
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Competitive
Pricing
We strive to give you the best
available prices every time.

www.ars.com.au
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Our products
All Round Supplies is the leading
distributor of electrical infrastructure
products in Australia. We are a
one-stop-shop for project, safety
and tooling products, providing our
customers with the most extensive
range of products in the industry,
excellent value and knowledgeable
service.

Overhead products:
We stock a comprehensive range of overhead
construction materials, including:
Bare conductor, CCT and HV ABC fittings
Cable
Fasteners and metal brackets
Fuses
Guy/stay equipment
LV ABC fittings (HSCs, IPCs, TOCs, fuseholders,
brackets, hooks, clamps, sleeves, end caps)
Insulators and surge arrestors
Pole transformers
Power poles and crossarms
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50

POLE TRANSFORMERS

SURGE ARRESTORS

Insulator brackets

Power poles
(timber, steel or concrete)

Pole caps
Line post insulators

Bow shackles
Polymer long rod insulators

Trunnion clamps, armour-grip
support/suspensions

Thimble clevis
Deadends

Pole steps

Nail plates
HV/MV insulators (porcelain, polymer,
cycloaliphatic)

Insulator

LV porcelain insulators

Composite, steel and timber crossarms
Crossarm
braces

Shackle straps

Crossarm gain blocks

Pole bands

Pigtail bolts

Shackles

Eye bolts

Eye nuts
Washers (flat, spring, hex)

King bolts

Bolt hooks
Hanging brackets

Screw hooks

Stay insulators
Stay wires
Split bolts

Tiger tails

Earth batten
Stay rods
Stay anchor

Earth cable
(bare/insulated)
Couplers
Earth rods

Earth rod
clamps

This diagram is just one
example of the many
overhead constructions for
which we stock each and
every component.
Mastic tape

Earthing compound
Driving points
www.ars.com.au
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Our products
Danger warning posts

Underground products:
We also stock a comprehensive range of materials
for underground projects, including:
Cables and cable clamps
Conduits, hard cover, glues and lubricants
Earthing materials
Ground transformers and switchgear
Heatshrink gloves, caps and tube
Joints, terminations and elbows
Lugs, links and sleeves

Conduit, couplers and bends
Hard cover
Conduit spacers

Kiosk substations and switching stations

Conduit sealant (petro mas

Lv terminations

Draw string/Parramatta ro

Pillars, bases, pits and lids

End caps and conduit seal

LV/HV ca

Joints and terminatio

Waterproof IPCs and submersible fuses

We also stock every tool and
accessory you could possibly
need to install your job, from
covers and clips to labels and
glue, and anything else you
can think of!

CONDUIT
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EARTHING
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Culvert
Cable clamps

Blanking end
Earth cable
Earth rod connectors
Earth rod
Coupler
Earthing compound
Driving point
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KEEP OUT
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PILLARS & PITS

www.ars.com.au
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Safety Products

Electrician’s tools

We’re extremely proud of our range of safety gear
and PPE. Everything we sell is specifically tailored to
electrical contractors across the country.

We’ve curated the most professional, industryspecialised range of electrician’s tools in Australia.

We stock one of the best ranges of arc-rated shirts,
pants, jackets, face-shields and hardhats – all approved
and, in many cases, required on many utility networks.
Our safety range also covers insulated electrician’s
gloves and sleeves, and everything you might need for
fall protection, rescue kits and first aid, general body
protection PPE, insulated drapes, mats and tiger tails,
and general site safety items like cones, safety tags and
barrier mesh.

Image: Ausgrid photos
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No matter what your project is, we’ve got the tools to
get the job done: ratchet spanners and separators for
LV ABC installations; cable and conduit cutters; 1000V
insulated tools; linesmen’s tools, cable prep strippers
and scorers; electrical testers and detectors; URD tools;
crimping tools; cable pulling and earthing tools.

ARSemblies

Complete online VIP catalogue

We’ve combined the components needed for many
utility constructions into kits, or ‘ARSemblies’. This saves
you the time and energy that would go into sourcing
each individual, utility-approved component.

The ARS Online Catalogue is our online ordering and
quoting system, where you can find our full range of
products. Access to this resource is exclusive to our
premium accounts – those who meet a certain spend
with us each year and purchase from across a range of
our product categories.

The benefits:
1. You only use one stock code for an entire
construction type, to make ordering easier.
2. Only utility-approved materials are included for
your peace of mind.
3. Each construction is engineered to meet utility
construction design standards.
4. ARSemblies reduce the chance of forgetting
materials in the field.
5. Multiple kits can be packaged to meet productspecific requirements.
6. ARSemblies include all of the materials that are not
variable - order these separately according to the
needs of your job.

ELECTRICIAN’S GLOVES
Our electrician’s gloves are manufactured from 100% natural
rubber. They are intended to be used exclusively for working
with high voltages in potentially dangerous work environments.
Each set of gloves is subjected to physical and electrical
tests to ensure that they exceed EN 60903 requirements, the
standard specification for Industrial Rubber Insulating Gloves.
Manufactured with a
proprietary aqueous dipping
process (no solvents or
hazardous chemicals)

Certified to
IEC 60903

Ergonomically
shaped, excellent
strength &
durability,
supreme
feel & flexibility

+

Description

Code

Buy Unit

Unit of Measure

GLOVES, 1000V ELECTRICIAN SIZE 8 - YELLOW

08458

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVES, 1000V ELECTRICIAN SIZE 9 - YELLOW

08459

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVES, 1000V ELECTRICIAN SIZE 10 - YELLOW

08460

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVES, 1000V ELECTRICIAN SIZE 11 - YELLOW

08461

1 Unit

Pair

Description

Code

Buy Unit

Unit of Measure

GLOVE, KNITTED COTTON BEIGE, INNER LINER

08452

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVE, COTTON INTERLOCK WHITE, INNER LINER

03622

1 Unit

Pair

Cotton inner gloves

+

+

Description

Code

Buy Unit

Unit of Measure

GLOVE, GOATSKIN OUTER, 250MM – SIZE 8

08452

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVE, GOATSKIN OUTER, 250MM – SIZE 9

08453

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVE, GOATSKIN OUTER, 250MM – SIZE 10

08454

1 Unit

Pair

Ozone resistant

GLOVE, GOATSKIN OUTER, 250MM – SIZE 11

08455

1 Unit

Pair

Pure latex gloves
manufactured under
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

HOW TO MEASURE
Measure your hand by wrapping the tape all the way around
your palm at the point shown to the right.

INNERS & OUTERS
Leather protectors should be
worn with rubber insulating
gloves to prevent mechanical
damage under most
circumstances, unless the
dexterity required for the task
requires that rubber gloves
are worn alone.
It is important to note that a
leather protector alone does
not provide any electrical
insulating protection.

Our unique set of catalogues has
been designed to make it simple
for customers to identify and
order the right products while onthe-go.

Leather outer gloves

Acid resistant

Low temperature
resistant

Perfectly matched
leather outer gloves
made from premiumgrade goatskin

Rubber electrician’s gloves

Leather outer gloves – long cuff
Description

Code

Buy Unit

Unit of Measure

GLOVE, LEATHER OUTER, LONG CUFF – SIZE 8

04869

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVE, LEATHER OUTER, LONG CUFF – SIZE 9

04832

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVE, LEATHER OUTER, LONG CUFF – SIZE 10

04684

1 Unit

Pair

GLOVE, LEATHER OUTER, LONG CUFF – SIZE 11

04272

1 Unit

Pair

Glove accessories
Description

Code

Buy Unit

Unit of Measure

GLOVE BAG, SINGLE POCKET, CANVAS, VELCRO

08449

1 Unit

Each

GLOVE BAG, DOUBLE POCKET, CANVAS, VELCRO

08450

1 Unit

Each

GLOVE TALC, 100G

06823

1 Unit

Each

GLOVE AIR CHECK TOOL

08719

1 Unit

Each

This will equate to the probable size of glove to select. Personal
preference for tightness and finger length will ultimately
determine the size that you are most comfortable wearing. Allow
an extra half inch if cotton inners are to be used.
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gLOVE SIZE
Description

HAND
CIRCUMFERENCE (IN)

Code

HAND
CIRCUMFERENCE (mm)

8

8 INCHES

203MM

9

9 INCHES

229MM

10

10 INCHES

254MM

11

11 INCHES

279MM

Buy Unit

GLOVE AIR CHECK TOOL
Use the Balmoral Engineering air check tool is to ensure your rubber
insulating gloves have no damage or irregularities. Simply slide
the glove in one end, roll the cuff up to trap air inside and listen for
escaping air, which will indicate a hole or puncture in the glove. In the
event of any leakage, deterioration or wear, destroy gloves immediately.

1300 087 579
all-round-supplies.com.au

www.ars.com.au
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MyShopNGo

YouTube

We have a wide selection of our extensive product range
available for quick and hassle-free shopping 24/7 at our
MyShopNGo online store.

You can find a huge selection of product walk-throughs
and how-to videos on our YouTube channel. With over
2000 subscribers and counting, it’s well worth a look.

MyShopNGo provides electrical, safety, tooling and
hardware products for anyone working on a utility
network.
With an already-established product range, no accounts
and very little overheads, we’re able to offer the most
competitive pricing to the market.

Faster and more
convenient than
signing up for
an account,
MyShopNGo offers
premium products at
competitive prices,
delivered straight to
your door.
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My Trade Surplus

Delivery options

My Trade Surplus is like ‘GumTree’ for the power
distribution industry. You can buy or sell surplus
materials and industry products.

We offer a range of delivery and pick-up options, from
scheduled daily delivery runs to surrounding areas, to
courier services and direct-to-site deliveries where
experienced handling is required. We can also stage the
delivery of your order to suit your project.

Hosted on the ARS webpage, My Trade Surplus gives
you targeted exposure to contractors, tradespeople and
genuine buyers.

www.ars.com.au
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Here for you
We have a can-do attitude backed up by more than
30 years experience delivering complete, costeffective solutions for electrical projects.
Having an electrical contractor background
ourselves, our team offers a unique blend of
technical expertise and customer support.
We’ve been told this combination of talents
uniquely supports our customer’s needs. We speak
your language, ask the right questions, and make
sure we have the right products for your job.
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One thing we’re especially proud of is our
unwavering commitment to only recommend and
supply appropriate, utility-approved materials if
you’re working on a utility network.
We fully understand the importance of the
engineering and approved-material process (and
how quickly standards and products can change)
and we’re committed to keeping up with these
changes for you.

Our branches
All Round Supplies has branches in Sydney and Melbourne with more than 9000 product lines
available and over 2,300 stocked on the shelves at any given time. We’re proud to say that our
customers can rely on us to consistently deliver the products they need, when they need them.

01
Head office
PO Box 485,
Casula Mall, NSW, 2170
(02) 9426 6300
info@all-round-supplies.com.au

02
Sydney branch

03
Melbourne branch

13 Progress Circuit,
Prestons, NSW, 2170
1300 087 579
sales@all-round-supplies.com.au

4/433 Hammond Road,
Dandenong South, VIC, 3175
1300 087 579
sales@all-round-supplies.com.au

www.ars.com.au
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Our suppliers
Cable

Safety

Electrical
hardware

Tools
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We’re extremely proud of the
relationships and distribution
agreements we’ve built with many
of the world’s leading brands and
manufacturers.

Image: S&C Electric Company
www.ars.com.au
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All Round Supplies
13 Progress Circuit,
Prestons, NSW, 2170
P 1300 087 579
E sales@ars.com.au
W www.ars.com.au
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